A fundamental component of systems biology, proteolytic cleavage is involved in nearly all aspects of cellular activities: from gene regulation to cell lifecycle regulation. Current sequencing technologies have made it possible to compile large amount of cleavage data and brought greater understanding of the underlying protein interactions. However, the practical impossibility to exhaustively retrieve substrate sequences through experimentation alone has long highlighted the need for efficient computational prediction methods. Such methods must be able to quickly mark substrate candidates and putative cleavage sites for further analysis. Available methods and expected reliability depend heavily on the type and complexity of proteolytic action, as well as the availability of well-labelled experimental data sets: factors varying greatly across enzyme families. For this review, we chose to give a quick overview of the general issues and challenges in cleavage prediction methods followed by a more in-depth presentation of major techniques and implementations, with a focus on two particular families of cysteine proteases: caspases and calpains. Through their respective differences in proteolytic specificity (high for caspases, broader for calpains) and data availability (much lower for calpains), we aimed to illustrate the strengths and limitations of techniques ranging from position-based matrices and decision trees to more flexible machine-learning methods such as hidden Markov models and Support Vector Machines. In addition to a technical overview for each family of algorithms, we tried to provide elements of evaluation and performance comparison across methods.
INTRODUCTION
Proteolytic cleavage is omnipresent in systems biology: from protein interactions in gene regulation to intra-cellular processes such as cell apoptosis. Understanding the mode of proteolytic action of a particular protease and identifying its target substrates is a crucial step to understanding its cellular processes. This understanding can also lead to efficient design of viral proteases inhibitors: a promising therapeutic vector for major diseases such as AIDS [1] .
Advances in sequencing technologies have made it possible to gather large libraries of substrate sequences and cleavage data for specific proteases. However, experimental studies of proteolytic action and search for new substrates are inherently limited in scope due to the dimensions of the search space, prompting the development of statistical prediction methods able to quickly mark substrate candidates and putative cleavage sites for further analysis. Computational prediction methods through statistical algorithms aim to take advantage of known cleavage data to assist in predicting new ones, with sometimes only a partial understanding of the underlying biological model. The choice of an ideal computational method may be tied to a particular protease family, but more often depends on metacriteria such as complexity of proteolytic action, preservation of substrate sequences, as well as the availability of a well-labelled experimental data set: all playing a defining role in the strengths and weaknesses of a particular algorithmic model applied to cleavage prediction.
Occurrence of proteolysis of a polypeptide, that is hydrolysis of one or many peptide bonds by a proteolytic enzyme, is naturally tied to the dynamic spatial configuration of the two proteins: their respective tertiary structures, including possible changes incurred during docking (see for example Figure 1) . It has been shown, however, that cleavage can often be predicted with good accuracy, from knowledge of the substrate's amino acid sequence alone [2] . The predictive power of sequence information depends heavily on the protease considered and the strength of its affinities for particular amino acid at specific positions. Table 1 gives a good illustration of the broad range of specificity degrees across protease families, through a cursory analysis of sequence conservation, hinting at a class of proteases for which more advanced models must be used.
For this review, we chose to give a quick overview of the general issues and challenges in cleavage prediction methods followed by a more in-depth presentation of major techniques and their implementations, with a focus on a few well-studied proteases: calpains (type 1 and 2, for which enough curated data exists) and caspases (generally: type 1-9, taken separately). We aimed to illustrate the strengths and limitations of techniques ranging from position-based matrices and decision trees to more flexible machine-learning methods such as Markov models and support vector machines (SVM), hopefully providing the necessary elements for the choice of a suitable prediction algorithm or the development of new ones, based on practical constraints and goals.
BACKGROUND Proteolytic enzymes
Because mechanism of proteolytic action and levels of substrate specificity vary widely between protease families, often within sub-groups of a family, the development of prediction methods have usually been tied to a single type of proteolytic enzyme at the exclusion of others.
Many early efforts in cleavage prediction models have focussed on the HIV-1 aspartic-type protease [1] , with a view on developing better protease inhibitors for therapeutic purposes. For historical reasons, these research heavily favoured models based on artificial neural networks (ANN) [3, 4] , later to shift focus towards SVM [5] . It was suggested that Group-based information-theoretic entropy of positions P4 to P4 0 for protease substrate sequences from the MEROPS database.Only proteases for which 50 substrate sequences or more were available are listed (column ''count''). Entropy is computed along amino acid type (aliphatic, aromatic, acidic, basic, small and ''other''), with an expected background entropy of 0.75 (based on UniProtKB statistics for protein composition). An entropy of 0 indicates perfect conservation across all substrate sequences.''Avg. 8'' and ''Best 3'' give the average entropy for the whole octapeptide and its 3 most conserved positions respectively. Darker background colour indicates that a position is more conserved (and therefore presumably easier to predict).
the HIV-1 cleavage data set might be linearly separable [6] and that less complex models such as linear SVM or decision trees would therefore provide equal accuracy with better understanding. This is corroborated by overall high prediction performance [1, 7] for HIV proteases, regardless of method.
Among cysteine proteases, cleavage prediction (and the closely related problem of inhibitor prediction) has largely been dominated by caspases: a family of proteolytic enzymes associated with apoptosis (programmed cell death), necrosis and inflammation. Due to their key role in major cell regulation mechanism and considerable data set of known substrates (with an even larger number of putative substrates yet to be identified or confirmed), caspases make prime candidates for the application of machinelearning algorithm to cleavage prediction. Indeed, a wide array of caspase cleavage prediction methods have been explored, with many implemented and available to the public [8] [9] [10] .
More recently, other cysteine proteases such as calpains have been receiving increased attention [11] as experimentally verified data sets became more readily available. Similarly to caspases, calpains are involved in cell apoptosis, cell motility and other functions of the signal transduction system, with malfunction in humans linked to such diseases as muscular dystrophies [12, 13] , diabetes [14, 15] or tumorigenesis [16, 17] . In contrast to previously mentioned proteolytic enzymes, calpains' mechanism of proteolytic action are still poorly understood but hints at a more complex, less specific, mode of substrate recognition: in vitro and in vivo experiments have shown cleavage for a wide range of peptide sequences, with none of the strong position-specific amino acid residue preferences exhibited by most proteases (such as trypsin and caspases, predominantly binding to K/R and D residues at the P1 site, respectively [18] [19] [20] ).
A superficial preliminary study of substrate sequences conservation in the MEROPS database, using information entropy (see Table 1 ) shows that a majority of proteases exhibit strong specificity in many positions around the cleavage site, while a few others exhibit little to no amino acid preferences, suggesting a more complex model of substrate recognition. Substrates of serine peptidases and caspases not only exhibit near-perfect conservation in position P1, but also have strong conservation (low entropy) for multiple other residues in the neighborhood of the cleavage site. On the other hand, HIV-1 or calpains show no absolute preference on any position (high entropy scores for all positions). As an illustration: thrombin substrates, with information entropy values of 0.51 and 0.49 in positions P2 and P1, respectively, offer much higher predictability than calpain-2 substrates, for which none of the 8 positions have entropies lower than 0.64 (and most positions are close to the expected background entropy value of 0.75).
An important strength of such statistical algorithms based on supervised learning, is their ability to adapt to a broad range of underlying physical models (such as biological differences between proteases). Combinatorial complexity (as represented by the sequence conservation across substrates) might therefore provide a better indicator of a method's affinity with a type of proteolytic action, than the biological taxonomy of its protease. The relatively high substrate-specificity of caspases [21] and comparatively broad cleavage affinities of calpains make these two types of cys-protease good representatives of the general trends and issues encountered in cleavage prediction. As such, the methods and implementations covered in the present review will tend to focus on these two families, while occasionally introducing other proteolytic enzymes for which unique methods of prediction may have been developed.
Data availability
Supervised-learning methods rely naturally on the availability of experimentally verified annotated data in sufficiently large number. The MEROPS peptidase database [22] is the main repository for proteolytic data, with over 34 000 listed cleavages in proteins and peptides (physiological and non-physiological). However, cleavage data are not uniformly spread across peptidase types: only 200 peptidases are listed with 10 or more substrates (35, with 100 or more substrates). Outside of MEROPS, more targeted databases exist, such as CutDB [23] , which focusses on proteolytic events, or CaMPDB [24] : dedicated to calpains and calpain substrate sequences.
GENERAL APPROACH Problem setting
Despite wide differences in underlying proteolytic models and prediction methods, the problem can generally be seen as a straightforward decision problem over a set of putative substrate sequences.
The two sub-problems of predicting adequate protein docking and actual cleavage location prediction can be treated sequentially or as one single task. In theory, separating the two tasks could help reduce the complexity of each step and the scope of possible input features. However, issues such as unclear statistical dependencies, make it a difficult task to combine two such classifiers into a full working predictor. The vast majority of the work presented in this review eschews such issues by merging the two tasks into a single cleavage site prediction, where suitability of the whole sequence as a substrate is either implied or ensured by preliminary selection.
The problem can therefore be defined as the training of a scoring function C(S, i, y S ), where S ¼ s 1 s 2 . . . s nÀ1 s n is a candidate sequence of n amino acids, i: the putative cleavage position and y S : some optional input data associated with the sequence S (such as structural features or literature-curated information). In many methods, the prediction is only dependent on a limited neighbourhood around the cleavage site and the function can therefore be simplified to Cðs iÀk 1 . . . s iÀ1 s i s iþ1 . . . s iþk 2 Þ, where k ¼ k 1 þ k 2 þ 1 is the length of substring considered by the predictor (window size) for each position.
In this standard approach, scores are generated for every position in the sequence by 'sliding' the substring window along the whole sequence (see Figure 2 for a simplified presentation of such a workflow). Assuming a fixed score threshold d, the set of predicted cleavage positions is then defined as fijCðs iÀk 1 . . . s iþk 2 Þ > d; i 2 ½1; ng. Sequence edges (i k 1 or i ! n À k 2 ) need special care (see 'Vector encoding' section).
Practical issues in supervised learning
Choice of feature types A critical step in designing and applying a supervisedlearning algorithm to the cleavage prediction problem is the selection of a set of appropriate input features. While primary structure (amino acid sequence) is the ubiquitous choice, biological insights Candidate sequence Training set sequences and empirical results have shown the importance of higher-order feature types [25] , such as secondary structure or tertiary structure (through solvent accessibility, for example). Finally, one can look to integrate pre-existing knowledge, derived from biological assumptions or literature curation.
Vector encoding
In order to use categorical or position-based sequence information with supervised learning frameworks, it is generally necessary to define an adequate transformation from a labelled sequence to a numeric vector. For discrete categories such as residues, it is common to use a canonical binary encoding where each amino acid is represented by a unique 20-long binary vector [26] : alanine: [1, 0, 0 . . . , 0, 0], arginine: [0, 1, 0. . ., 0, 0], etc. Similarly, discretized secondary structure label (e.g. 'alpha-helix', 'beta-sheet' and 'other') can be encoded on 3-bit long binary vectors. Any form of encoding that attempts to blindly convert class labels to integer values of a single variable would result in arbitrarily biased Euclidean distances between instances. It can be argued that binary encoding, which assumes equidistance between amino acids, has no theoretical basis in chemistry or biology, however, attempts to introduce tailored measures of similarity based on biological insights [27] have so far failed to show consistent improvements over standard techniques.
Sequence edges are a particular case and can require special treatment, depending on the type of protease (endopeptidases or exopeptidases), it will generally be preferable to use an asymmetric model or choose to restrict the substring window to the sequence bounds and discard any cleavage site that would occur within the s 1 . . . s k 1 or s nÀk 2 . . . s n edge sub-sequences. An alternative is to pad the sequences with respectively k 1 and k 2 additional blank positions on each side.
Data set imbalance
Supervised learning requires labelling of training instances as either 'positive' (for instance: cleaved sub-sequence) or 'negative' (uncleaved subsequences). The nature of proteolysis means there is of course considerably more negative than positive instances in a normal data set. Failing proper correction, this imbalance can greatly affect performances of algorithms such as SVM. Depending on the machine-learning algorithm used, a remedy can be to increase the penalty factor associated with misclassification of the positive class. Another universal solution is to preprocess the data by sampling a subset of negative instances, so as to bring back approximate parity between the two classes. Such sampling can follow a more or less complex distribution: from uniform sampling to a mixture of gaussians centred on cleavage sites (so as to give more focus on regions where the cleavage occurs). Empirical results have shown that best results can generally be achieved with a combination of both approaches [28] .
Evaluation
General accuracy of the cleavage prediction algorithm is often measured using F 1 -score (harmonic mean of precision and recall) or Matthews correlation coefficient. The latter should generally be preferred for binary classification tasks with potentially imbalanced classes. However, in order to avoid relying on threshold-dependent values of Type I and II classification errors, it can be preferable to treat the task as a ranking task and measure the Area Under the ROC curve (AUC), easily obtained through the following formula [29] :
Where n 0 and n 1 are the numbers of positive and negative instances respectively and S 0 is the sum of the ranks of all positive instances in the list of instances ranked by prediction scores (where higher scores/ranks indicate strong prediction of cleavage). AUC scores provide a good way to estimate and compare performances of different prediction algorithms in a threshold-independent way. Looking at the actual ROC curve plot can also provide useful indications: for practical purposes, it may be desirable to train a predictor than can identify a few candidate cleavage sites with a high precision rate, at the possible expense of recall (i.e. picking the ROC curve with the steepest start, for comparable values of AUC).
Overfitting is one of the main pitfalls of supervised learning, leading to classifiers that generalize poorly to new data. During evaluation, considerable care must be given to run optimization steps within a cross-validation loop (k-fold, leave-one-out. . .). As much as computationally feasible, this crossvalidation should cover the optimization of all algorithm parameters (such as kernel parameters for SVM), through the use of nested cross-validation if necessary.
An ideal evaluation process should include an experimental component, based for example on a set of predicted cleavages theretofore absent from literature. However, practical consideration and costs can only make such a validation qualitative and would not replace rigorous statistical validation based on a large-enough set of experimentally verified data (a subset of the training set, for example).
PREDICTION METHODS Position-based matrices
One of the simpler approach to studying the cleavability of a polypeptide is the use of position-based consensus. Such a consensus can generally be defined through information-theoretic entropy or bayesian models. Sequence logos [30] give a graphical illustration of the former and can be used when there is strong conservation across substrates for a given protease. To obtain a prediction score, one can compute entropic distance or likelihood of a candidate sequence, based on consensus data for a particular protease.
Poorman et al. [31] developed a model based on cumulative amino acid specificity. This approach is formally equivalent to the position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM, also called: position weight matrix) method [32] where a matrix of occurrence ratios p(a, i ) (or log-ratios) for each amino acid a at position i is computed from the set of known substrates. From that matrix, the log-likelihood of a candidate sequence S ¼ s 1 s 2 . . . s nÀ1 s n can easily be obtained through summing:
This score can be improved considerably by taking in account background concentrations of each amino acid in the type of polypeptide considered (e.g. protein amino acid distribution for the whole UniProtKB [33] database, or such as provided by [34] ) to compute a sum of log-odds of the candidate substring against background. Equation (2) then becomes:
log pðs i ; iÞ bðs i Þ ð3Þ
Where b(a) is the background composition rate of amino acid a.
A common issue of PSSM-based methods is the possibility of sparse amino acid composition matrices (null ratios) leading to unusable scores when summing the log-ratios. This is particularly likely when the set of known instances is relatively small. Instead of setting an arbitrary small non-null value, it is recommended to consider a more advanced strategy to deal with null ratios. Henikoff et al. [35] proposes different methods of varying complexity to generate 'pseudo-counts' and avoid zero values in the scoring matrix. Other count-based methods exist that resolve the count sparsity issue by using a different cumulative function [1] , such as the vector-projection model [36] , which results in the following scoring function:
However, these methods fail to provide the same solid statistical basis in their choice of scoring function.
It can be particularly interesting to combine a PSSM approach with the use of synthetic peptide libraries [37] or tailored experimental assays [21] in order to limit selection bias in the training set.
Scoring-matrix-based methods have been successfully applied to cleavage prediction in 'simpler' proteases, such as caspases for which many implementations of this model exist [8, 38, 39] . However, severe restriction on these models, such as the (biologically implausible) assumption of independence between amino acid positions, make then ill-fitted for more complex models of proteolytic action.
Artificial neural networks
Long one of the main framework for statistic machine-learning, artificial neural networks (ANN) have been extensively applied to cleavage prediction problems [40] [41] [42] . In their most common form as a multi-layer perceptron, ANN have been proven to be universal function approximators [43] and can therefore potentially discriminate sequences along arbitrarily complex rules. The process of finding optimal weight values to do so is however subject to many restrictions and limitations: convergence can be slow and highly dependent on the dimension of input, making it difficult to explore sequence lengths of more than a few amino acids on each side of the cleavage side (each amino acid is generally encoded over 20 bits, as described in 'Vector encoding' section). Furthermore, because standard ANN optimization techniques work by minimizing the empirical risk at the expense of structural risk, overfitting is a major concern [44] which must be tightly controlled for through computationally costly cross-validation.
Due to their complexity and the opacity of the resulting model, Rögnvaldsson et al. [6] argues that ANN should not be used to treat tasks that could be addressed through simpler linear models, such as HIV-1 protease cleavage site prediction. For other proteases, the general focus has shifted over the past decade from ANN to kernel-based methods such as SVM.
Decision trees and rule extraction methods
A typical goal of machine-learning cleavage prediction can be to provide leads for experimental validation. For example: identifying promising candidates for inhibition of a particular protease. But beside direct practical applications, it is hoped that an efficient predictor can lead to a better understanding of the proteolytic process it models.
Prominent statistical machine-learning frameworks such as ANNs or (non-linear) SVMs are often described as 'black-box' models due to the difficulty to interpret the trained parameters into giving useful biological insights. Even with the use of advanced regularization techniques, high performances are obtained at the expense of readability of the final model. By contrast, decision trees and other rule-extraction methods focus on building models based on bio-physical and logical rules readily interpretable by a human.
Simple rules can be extracted from position-based statistics manually [45] [46] [47] or using decision-tree learning algorithms. Widely used tree-building algorithm C4.5 [48] relies on information theory entropy measurement, while boosting techniques can also be used to select and optimize a combination of 'weak predictors' (simple rules) into an efficient predictor [49] . Rather than work on sequence statistics directly, decision trees can instead be trained on a model first generated by another machine-learning framework, such as ANN [50] .
While offering promising insights into underlying biological processes, decision-tree learning algorithms generally do not outperform other methods [27] and frequently fail to converge when the model's complexity exceeds the size of the training data set.
Hidden Markov models
Markov models, more specifically hidden Markov models (HMM), are a very powerful tool commonly used in sequence-related problems such as alignment, folding prediction or functional domain analysis. A HMM's hidden states and observations, defined by prior distributions on hidden states and conditional distributions of observations given a hidden state, form a generative model that can be trained or used to estimate a sequence likelihood. A major advantage of HMMs over many other statistical machinelearning frameworks is the ability to directly interpret the trained parameters, and easily integrate prior knowledge in the model. In most protein models of HMM, each amino acid of a sequence are modelled as observations (or 'emissions'), while hidden states can represent a higher-level feature of the sequence (such as secondary structure or functional domain). By defining two contiguous hidden states as 'pre-cleavage' and 'post-cleavage' regions of the sequence, and inferring the probability of a candidate sequence and, if that probability is above a certain threshold, the most likely state sequence, one can theoretically predict the cleavage position.
The SignalP-HMM tool [51] presents such an approach for the prediction of cleavage location in signal peptides, although with measured performances inferior to their ANN model. Zhang et al. [52] proposes a similar implementation, based on HMMER [53] , a widely-used HMM profile framework initially dedicated to domain analysis.
HMM optimization often relies on good prior knowledge and a large training data set, both of which can sometimes be lacking in cleavage prediction problems. Furthermore, while likelihood estimate of a sequence for a given model gives a good prediction of cleavability (sequence recognition), the probabilistic nature of the inferred sequence of states and observations make it difficult to accurately predict the location of the cleavage.
Kernel methods
Over the past 20 years, SVM algorithms have become a ubiquitous tool in machine learning and now occupy a prominent position in bioinformatics research. In addition to belonging to the marginmaximizer group of classifiers (thus providing a bound on the generalization error), SVMs distinguish themselves by the use of so-called 'kernel' functions. SVMs offer many decisive advantages over previously cited algorithms: the ability to handle large amount of high-dimensional input data, good generalization [54] and non-linear discriminative powers (see [55] for a general introduction to SVMs in the context of bioinformatics). The choice of a good kernel function not only affects separability of data in the feature space, but can also help efficiently filtering in or out certain characteristics of the input without the need for additional steps.
Given a set of labelled training instances (x i , y i ) i ¼ 1, . . . , N (y i 2 {1, À1}) , the decision function of an SVM is of the form:
Where k(x i , x j ) is the kernel function, a i : the weights trained by the algorithm and b: the bias. Commonly used kernel functions include Gaussian radial-basis function (RBF):
2 ) and polynomial forms:
, but a simple dot product can also be used. All take a vectorial input, such as the one described in 'Vector encoding' section. CASVM [9] implements a typical SVM with RBF kernel approach to predict cleavage in caspases, while CasCleave [56] uses SVM-based regression (SVR) to estimate cleavage probability.
Because a kernel function does not explicitly calculate data coordinates in the feature space, but instead computes the inner products between the images of all pairs of input vectors in that space, it is possible to explicitly define functions based on sequence-similarity: either position-dependent (e.g. string kernels) or position-independent (spectrum kernels. . .).
A typical string kernel function calculates the number of identical k-mers (of length varying between 1 and the kernel order: d ) between two sequences of length L:
Spectrum kernels are based on positionindependent k-mer enumerations:
Where É d (x) returns a vector of occurrence counts for all k-mers of length at most d within string x (tolerance for gaps could be added).
Other more ad hoc kernel functions for protein sequences have been proposed, based on pre-existing biological knowledge, such as amino acid affinity [27] or protein motifs [57] .
Sequence-similarity kernels are well suited for sequence classification and give good results in problems where higher-structure features need to be considered [58] , while eschewing the issue of vectorial encoding. As such, they can be useful to predict cleavability of a protein sequence but are generally insufficient to give an accurate prediction of the cleavage site.
In order to accurately predict both cleavability and cleavage location, combining features of different structure or dimension within the same classifier can be a necessity. In such case, a standard solution is to find a common encoding that can be satisfyingly applied to each set of features in order to produce a unique input vector for each instance (e.g. concatenate vectorized information for sequence and structure [59] ). Going with such an approach, however, means losing potentially useful data structure information in the encoding and being forced to use identical kernel parameters for all data sources. Additionally, it is very difficult to analyse each feature contribution to the final classifier. A more elegant solution resides in the use of 'multiple kernel learning' (MKL). A variety of methods [60] [61] [62] exist, that generally rely on expressing the combined kernel as a linear sum (Equation 8) of T sub-kernel functions (k 1 (x, x 0 ). . . k T (x, x 0 )), leading to the decision function (Equation 9) and its associated optimization problem.
Sonnenburg etal. [62] offers a method to reformulate the problem as a 'semi-infinite' linear program, that can in turn be solved using standard LP techniques. When using MKL techniques, particular attention must be paid to regularization. Recent work has shown that ' 1 -norm regularization may not always outperform uniform weighting of the subkernels [63, 64] , recommending instead non-sparse learning with ' p -norm (where p > 1 is a parameter to be optimized along with the kernel weights). An MKL approach was successfully used to combine sequence-and structure-derived features in calpain cleavage prediction [11] .
Other methods
Beside these main families of algorithms, a few other methods have been applied to the task of predicting cleavage. Liu et al. [65] implemented an algorithm based on a form of hierarchical clustering to predict calpain cleavage, although the absence of motivated discussion on the choice of algorithm and lack of objective comparison with other methods on identical data sets make the results difficult to evaluate. Piippo et al. [47] presented an integrative method where results from multiple classifiers are combined through a voting algorithm. Applied to caspase cut site prediction (with plans to extend to other proteins), the algorithm outperforms individual methods and offers promising results.
DISCUSSION
While all methods presented in this review have separately undergone rigorous validation through statistical methods (see 'Evaluation' section), the absence of a shared standardized set of test instances (gold standard) to evaluate peptide cleavage prediction algorithms makes it difficult to reliably compare the relative performances between methods. Furthermore, not all methods place performance as their main goal and emphasize instead readability and interpretability of results (for example, ruleextraction methods: see 'Decision tree and rule extraction methods' section). For HIV-1 protease, a problem considered 'easier' and likely linearly separable [6] , all methods give similarly good performances, with a peak prediction accuracy of 92% reported by Cai et al. [4] and not significantly improved upon ever since.
In caspase prediction, recent studies have generally shown the superiority of SVM over other position based [56] or decision-tree [47] methods. For more complex proteases such as calpains, there is also evidence that non-linear SVM kernels (e.g. RBF) perform significantly better than linear prediction (dot-product function used as kernel) [11] . In raw prediction performances, integrative methods (MKL. . .) offer some of the best absolute results for both caspases [47] and calpains [11] , although the trade-off in model complexity would need to be examined further: due to the limited size of the training set, richer models run a higher risk of overfitting, requiring stricter control through cross-validation. Furthermore, computational complexities that generally depend on the dimensions of the input can make each additional type of input (beyond sequence) potentially costly in terms of computing time.
A brief comparison of the main cleavage prediction classes of algorithm is presented in Table 2 . Based on broad criteria such as representation power, model readability and speed of execution, it should provide a good guide to choosing a general framework to tackle new cleavage prediction problems (additionally, a limited selection of implementations are presented in Table 3 for illustrative purposes).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While the methods described above represent the forefront of current machine-learning research in cleavage prediction, recent developments in supervised learning algorithms have yet to be applied to the task. For instance: sparse learning techniques through feature selection have been successfully applied to many comparable bioinformatics problems in recent years [66] and could prove an ideal tool to deal with the high dimensionality (relative to the size of the training set) of typical cleavage prediction tasks. From a biological perspective, specific conditions of a given type of proteolytic action, such as cell location or optimal cleavage pH, should be considered. This could be done either as a preliminary step when selecting candidate sequences, or integrated to a statistical model as a prior probability on sequences. A deeper integration of such data into the statistical model of prediction may only possible for a small subset of the methods presented above: those that are able to treat heterogeneous input (such as decision trees or MKL). Models that rely strictly on homogeneous input (usually sequence data) are, by design, unable to benefit from such richer set of input features.
In a similar fashion, replacing the widely used deterministic model of cleavage by a probabilistic model based on kinetic data could greatly improve precision for some peptidases [67] . Models such as HMM or SVR (SVM-based regression) may be particularly indicated for such a methodology change from discrete to continuous modelling of proteolytic events. Of course, such improvements are subject to data corpus availability, but could already be applied to a few proteases for which enough data has been collected.
More generally, a better identification and understanding of the underlying biological model, itself gained through better cross-discipline collaboration, might be key to refining statistical models and restricting the dimensions of the search space. Quickly ruling out the less biologically plausible candidate sequences would have an immediate effect on the performances of all statistical methods presented above. Hopefully, such beneficial collaborations could go both ways: with knowledge gained through a statistical approach opening doors to new biological hypotheses.
Key Points
The choice of a good algorithm for cleavage predictions should be based on the type of protease targeted and its mode of proteolytic action. Different methods offer different compromises between accuracy, readability of results and flexibility. At the moment, kernel methods appear to offer the best performances in general prediction problems, however, for complex proteases, integrative approaches may hold the key to better performances and helpful model. Limited selection of implementation examples, for illustrative purposes. Note that, while it is not always possible to identify the main cause of differences in processing time, based on the algorithm used, all methods can be assumed to have similarly close computational complexity (usually linear in the size of the input).
